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Abstract

The bombing of Orly Airport, on July 15, 1983, one the two bloodiest attacks by Armenian terrorists in the 1970s and 1980s, is not an accident or a crime whose responsibility could be attributed only to a tiny group of extremists. It is rather a logical consequence of a decade of violence. If the trial of 1985 was a great victory against the terrorism, the “recognition” of the “Armenian genocide” claims in the French Parliament, against the dispositions of the French Constitution, was a reward to terrorism, and decisive in securing the release of the main perpetrator of the Orly bombing.
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"ASALA tried to rewrite history with the bomb and the gun, but succeeded only in adding a new bloody chapter to it. Later, Armenian nationalists used Western parliaments in an absurd attempt to rewrite history by legislative process."

Andrew Mango. ¹

INTRODUCTION

"Orly" has remained the symbol of bloody terrorism against Turkey and related targets, but the attack, its roots and its consequences did not receive from scholars the attention which it deserved.
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¹ Andrew Mango, Turkey and the War on Terror: For Forty Years We Fought Alone, (London-New York: Routledge, 2005), p. 13.
The Armenian Secret Army for Liberation of Armenia (ASALA) was created in 1971 within the Lebanese branch of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF-Dashnak), and also with the participation of some members of Hunchak, another Armenian nationalist party. The ARF lost quickly the control of the group, which was taken over by two Palestinian terrorist leaders: George Habbash (a former admirer of Nazism who turned to far left in the 1960’s) and Waddi Haddad (who became a KGB agent in 1971). As a result, the ARF created in December 1972 its proper terrorist group, the so-called “Justice Commandos Against Armenian Genocide” (JCAG), later named Armenian Revolutionary Army (ARA); to prevent any dissidence, the JCAG/ARA were directly subordinated to the World Bureau of ARF. The culmination of both ASALA and JCAG attacks took place in the beginning of 1980’s.

The worst terrorist attack perpetrated in France since the end of World War II and the worst perpetrated in peace time took place on July 15, 1983. A bomb placed by the ASALA in Orly Airport (one of the two main airports of the Parisian agglomeration) killed eight tourists (four Frenchmen, two Turks, one American, one Swede), wounded 90, including around 60 seriously, several of who remained infirm for life. As Waroujan Garbidjian (Karapetian), chief of the ASALA in France, sentenced to life for the attack, confessed, the goal was to destroy a plane of Turkish Airlines (and so to kill all its passengers and staff); it is only by accident that the explosion happened in the airport.

---

Remembering the Orly Attack

Arrested on July 20, 1983 and sentenced to life on March 3, 1985, Mr. Garbidjian was released in April 2001. The purpose of this paper, published, in its first and shorter version, on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of his release, is to clarify the context and the consequences of this terrorist attack; particularly, to rectify the various and frequent errors about this crime. The attack is frequently presented as an abnormal event in the Armenian terrorism. It was not; and the sincerity of “critiques” pronounced by the main associations of the Armenian Diaspora is at least questionable. The bombing is also presented as the end, or almost the end, of the Armenian terrorism. It was by no means an end. The trial of 1985 is also inaccurately represented. The importance of the Turkish strategy is underestimated and the role of the non-Turkish victims in the verdict is overestimated. Regardless, the fact remains that the “recognition” of “Armenian genocide” claims in 2001 in practice rewarded the terrorism, including the main perpetrator of the Orly attack.

THE ROAD TO THE BOMBING

The General Context

Armenian terrorism was re-launched in practice by the double murder of Turkish general consul Mehmet Baydar and his deputy Bahadır Demir, perpetrated by Gourgen Yanikian (the ASALA’s inspiration) on January 27, 1973, in Santa Barbara.7 Yanikian himself stressed on the racist motivation of his crime, in saying and repeating that he killed in fact no human, but “just destroyed two evils”.8

Gourgen Yanikian quickly received a strong support from a substantial part of the Armenian American community, especially in California. An association named “American Friends of Armenian Martyrs” is created in March 1973; some of its leaders were formerly in charge of the construction of the first “Armenian genocide” monument in USA, built and inaugurated in Montebello, in 1965-1968. $ 50,000, from mostly small donations (around ten dollars), was collected.9 Both The Armenian Mirror-Spectator (Ramkavar) and Asbarez (Dashnak) published appeals to donate money for Yanikian’s legal defense.10 Armenian associations in Los Angeles rented buses which sent children aged 7-13 to attend the trial and celebrate Yanikian as a “hero”.11 According to the French journalist of Armenian heritage Pierre Terzian “the overwhelming

---

8 Michael Bobelian, Children of Armenia..., pp. 154 and 158.
9 Ibid, pp. 149-150.
majority of Armenians approved the attack perpetrated in California in January 1973.”

Despite this mobilization, the prosecutor David D. Minier and the president of the tribunal John Westwick refused to listen to the “Armenian genocide” claims, arguing that the job of the court was to judge a racist crime, not to take position on historical controversies; Yanikian was sentenced to a life term in prison, both in the first instance and in appeal. Gourgen Yanikian was however considered by many Armenians, especially in California, as a “hero” far after his condemnation. He received kind letters and gifts until his deaths, and, despite having virtually no more family or personal friends in USA, several hundreds of Armenian American attended to his obsequies. The Armenian Weekly echoed several times — especially around the time of the Orly attack — the crude racism of Yanikian, explicitly presenting the Turks as an inferior race, a people “unequalled in his barbarity”, “terrorist” (sic), with “ferocious customs”, and so naturally inclined to “exterminate the whole Armenian race”.

The support from the Armenian communities and the Soviet secret services is more understandable in considering the crucial role of Russia in the development of Armenian nationalism and terrorism during the Ottoman time, and also the continuity of the methods employed by the Armenian terrorists in 19th and 20th centuries. Mikael Varandian, the main ideologue of the ARF-Dashnak from the 1900’s until his death (1934) wrote that “Perhaps there has never been a revolutionary party — not even the Russian Narodovolts, or the Italian Carbonari — with such rich experience on the road of terrorist acts, as the Armenian Revolutionary Federation, which in its difficult environment has developed the most frenzied types of terrorists and given hundreds of masters of...
the pistol, the bomb and the dagger”. Varandian also developed a virulent anti-Turkish and anti-Kurdish racism. Sarkis Atamian, a leader of the ARF in the USA during the 1950’s, wrote: “It is a fact that a nucleus of persons have been trained in terroristic tactics and almost any definitive Dashnak literature contains long lists of persons liquidated or executed”. The Hunchak party has a similar background. The ASALA, which openly considered Gourgen Yanikian as its inspiration, officially started its attacks in January 1975 (but likely as early as 1973, under the name of “Yanikian Commandos”); the JCAG began on October 22, 1975, with the assassination of Daniş Tunalıgil, the Turkish ambassador in Vienna.

The French Case

After Turkey, France was the country who suffered the most from Armenian terrorism: 18 peoples were killed on French soil from 1975 to 1983. But the

17 Quoted and translated in Kapriel S. Papazian, Patriotism Perverted..., p. 18.
22 Namely six Turkish diplomats and staff members (the Turkish ambassador İsmail Erez and his driver, on October 24, 1975, the tourism attaché Yılmaz Çolpan on December 22, 1979, the counselors Reşat Morali and Tecelli Arı on March 4, 1981, and the guardian Cemal Özen on September 24, 1981), two Turks in the consulate of Lyon, on August 5, 1980, one French secretary, Renée Morin, in the bombing of the Marmara agency (see below), eight persons in the Orly attack, one in the bombing of an exposition hall in Marseille, on October 1st, 1983. In addition, Selçuk Bakkalbaş, press counselor of the Turkish embassy, remained paralyzed for the rest of his life because an attempt of assassination by ASALA on September 26, 1980. See Michael M. Gunter, ‘Pursuing the Just...’, pp. 68-69; Gaïdz Minassian, Guerre et terrorisme..., p. 44; Bilâl N. Şimşir, Şehit Diplomatlarımiz..., pp. 156-190, 300-312, 378-405 and 424-458; Global Terrorism Database http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/search/IncidentSummary.aspx?gtdid=198310010001 (Accessed on May 6, 2011).
existence of an important Armenian community in France is not the single reason of this exceptionally bloody situation. After 1979 and the rise of ASALA, there was a contest between the political branch of this group one side, and the ARF on the other, for the control of the Armenian community in France. The significant popularity of the terrorism, especially among the most active Armenians, led ASALA to increase, again and again, the number and the severity of terrorist attacks, especially in France. Due to the arrest of Dashnak terrorist Max Hraïr Kilndjian in 1980, and the victory of Socialists in national elections of 1981, the ARF preferred to stop its attacks in France — which did not mean discontinuing the terrorism in other countries. According to Edward K. Boghosian, editor of The Armenian Reporter, the terrorism of the ASALA and JCAG "rallied the Armenian community of France, regarded up to 1975 as dormant and well on its way to complete assimilation within French society."^24

In addition to the competition between JCAG/ARA and ASALA, the questionable conduct of the trials of two Armenian terrorists was, in practice, encouragements to continue and escalate the violence. Indicted for attempted murder against the Turkish ambassador in Switzerland, the Dashnak Max Hraïr Kilndjian was sentenced as only as accomplice, to two years in jail, by the tribunal of Aix-en-Provence. The witnesses of the attack were threatened to death, so only one dared to go Aix-en-Provence. The lawyers of Mr. Kilndjian argued mostly on "genocide" allegations, and were helped by several witnesses, including the main self-proclaimed historians who diffused the “Armenian genocide” allegation in France: Jean-Marie Carzou (Zouloumian), Gérard Chalian (Chalian) and Yves Ternon. Gerard Libaridian, actually the director of the Zoryan Institute, travelled from the USA just to testify for Mr. Kilndjian; Richard G. Hovannisian sent a written statement. The lawyer of the Turkish ambassador received no contra-genocide argument, and so, focused on the case itself and on the danger of terrorism. A huge Dashnak crowd attended the trial, to intimidate the jury and the magistrates. The line of the ARF was clearly expressed from the very beginning: "Guilty or not, we support Max Kilndjian."^26

It is not needed to say that Mr. Kilndjian’s slight sentence was welcomed with a great enthusiasm by the Dashnaks. Every issue of Haiastan, the monthly of young Dashnaks (Nor Seround) in France, was full of articles vehemently supporting Mr. Kilndjian, from 1980 to 1982. But at least the ARF considered that the necessary complementary counterpart of such an arrogant and aggressive attitude was to end the terrorist attacks in France.


^26 Yves Ternon, La Causé arménienne..., pp. 223-224.
However, the ASALA was of a different opinion. To obtain the release of its terrorists, the ASALA extensively used the intimidation and blackmail by bombings and threats of bombings. But interestingly, the same staff of lawyers defended the ASALA and JCAG terrorists in France and Switzerland, except for the Orly attack, and this exception is mainly due to the decision of the ASALA itself. The “Comité de soutien aux prisonniers politiques arméniens” (CSPPA, “Support Committee for Armenian Political Prisoners”), in charge of paying the lawyers’s costs, was led by Jean-Marc “Ara” Toranian, who was also the chairman of the Mouvement national arménien (MNA), a group which was the political branch of ASALA until 1983. The CSPPA supported indicted terrorists from both ASALA and JCAG.

Tried for the bombing of a Parisian office of Turkish Airlines, in January 1983, the ASALA terrorist Abraham Thomassian was sentenced, on July 7 of the same year, to only 30 months of jail. Monte Melkonian revealed later that Hagop Hagopian inadvertently gave to Mr. Thomassian offensive grenades, instead of defensive, i.e. much less dangerous explosives, only by ignorance; that is why nobody was killed. However, the goal was actually, like in Orly, to kill maximum number of people. By comparison, another ASALA terrorist, Zaven Bedros, was sentenced on July 23, 1983 by a London tribunal to eight years in prison for illegal storing of weapons and explosives and conspiracy to take the Turkish ambassador hostage.

Orly or the Culmination of Blind Terrorism

On February 28, 1983, the ASALA bombed an office of the travel agency Marmara, a French company, killing one French secretary and wounding four other French citizens. Hay Baykar, the newspaper edited by Mr. Toranian, slammed only those who called this act “terrorist” and “criminal,” and considered the bombing as completely excusable; Hay Baykar insinuated even that those who condemned these acts were motivated by anti-Armenian “racism.” This attack was not the first successful blind bombing by the ASALA. As early as March 10, 1980, a bomb killed two people and wounded at least twelve others, mostly Italians, at the Turkish Airlines office of Rome. No
one perpetrator was arrested; it was the same for all the other attacks perpetrated by the Armenian terrorists in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Lebanon, Spain, Portugal and the Vatican.

On August 7, 1982, a suicide-attack of the ASALA at Ankara Airport killed nine tourists (including one German and one American) and wounded 71 others (including one American). Hay Baykar presented warm congratulations to the ASALA for this carnage, “incontrovertibly the most important action of the last seven years of fighting”, and the beginning of “a new step in the fight for liberation”. One month before the Orly attack, the ASALA committed a suicide attack in Istanbul’s bazaar, killing two persons (the ASALA claimed twenty-five) and wounded twenty-three. One more time, Hay Baykar praised the crime: “Meguerditch Madarian fell as martyr in the flower of his youth, an image of Armenian youth which despair and cynicism about the success of our cause have led the most awful, the most insane sacrifice — Madarian, dead on the enemy’s soil.”

Similarly, in its issue of November 24, 1982, Hay Baykar published an article entitled “Notre lutte et l’opinion publique” (“Our Struggle and the Public Opinion”), recommending to Armenian terrorists to commit criminal acts well beyond the assassination of only Turkish diplomats, and to not take too much care of the public opinion’s reactions. The perpetrators of the Orly bombing did nothing but to follow these recommendations. The crime of Orly was the absolute logical consequence of the preceding bombings, of the encouraging comments made by the ASALA’s political branch, and of the lack of efficient repression against terrorist acts, especially in France.

But the Orly attack provoked the quick dismantlement of ASALA in France. Yves Bonnet, head of the Direction de la surveillance du territoire (DST, French counter-terrorist and counter-intelligence police) received the green light from the government for an operation which he hoped to organize since his nomination, in 1982: the arrest of the whole ASALA network in France, by a coordinated operation of all the national police forces.


34 Michael M. Gunter, ‘Pursuing the Just...’, pp. 70-71.

35 Quoted in Stephen Segaller, Invisible Armies..., p. 68.
THE REACTIONS OF THE MAIN ARMENIAN DIASPORA ASSOCIATIONS: “CRITIQUES” CONTRADICTED BY FACTS

According to the French association named “SOS-attentats”, the official condemnation of the Orly bombing by the French Armenian associations was published only “more than one year” after the event. It is not the only reason to doubt of the sincerity of the “condemnation” of this attack.

The Revolutionaries

The medal of hypocrisy has surely to be awarded to Mr. Toranian’s MNA, not only because the MNA, as we saw, supported fully the strategy of the ASALA until the Orly attack. Indeed, Hay Baykar, despite its so-called “critique” of the Orly attack, claimed impunity for the perpetrators, and slammed the verdict life imprisonment for Waroujan Garbidjian, 15 years for Soner Nayir, 10 years for Ohannes Semerci), saying: “the rise of the anti-Armenian repression, which we denounce tirelessly for months, culminated this Sunday March 3, 3 a.m. […] These three condemnations are a new blow to the Armenian cause.” Hay Baykar also unconditionally supported Soner Nayir, who designed the firing circuits of the bomb used in Orly. There is more direct and concrete evidence of compromising. One member of MNA was sentenced to jail for concealment of criminal (i.e. Soner Nayir). Mr. Toranian himself was sentenced to four months of suspended jail, but acquitted by the appeal court: he gave money to a friend, who used this money to help Soner Nayir; the first-instance court decided that Mr. Toranian could not completely ignore the destination of his money, the appeal court gave him the benefit of doubt.

Similarly, Mr. Toranian stated in an interview to Le Nouvel Observateur, in 1986, that Hagop Hagopian, the chief of ASALA, was a “fascist” and an “anti-Semite”, failing to explain why his newspaper and his association supported this “fascist” during several years — including the time (1979-1980) the ASALA bombed the office of El Al in Rome airport, and stated that the “Zionist Jews” are, with “Zionist Turkey”, the main enemies of the Armenians. Hay Baykar

---


39 Michael M. Gunter, Pursuing the Just…, p. 81.


even said that the survival of the Armenian people depended on ASALA. Mr. Toranian failed also to say why, as editor-in-chief of Hay Baykar, he allowed the publication of several articles which called the Israeli government and the whole Jewish population of Israel "terrorists" and "Nazis", a comparison which is a classical topic of Arab and Iranian anti-Semitism.

The so-called "critique" of the Orly attack did not mean the end of appeals to terrorism by the MNA. Quite the contrary, the group became in practice the political side of the dissident terrorists of the ASALA-Revolutionary Movement what it was to the ASALA prior to Orly attack. Only the arrests of its members by the French police prevented the ASALA-RM from committing crimes on French soil. During the trial of Monte Melkonian, chief of the ASALA-RM, for possession of a fake passport, illegal storing of weapons and conspiracy, Mr. Toranian himself testified for the terrorist, and justified his crimes.

The Armenian Revolutionary Federation was roughly as self-contradictory as the MNA in "condemning" the Orly attack. It is indeed a legend that the Dashnak terrorists of the JCAG/ARA refrained from using bombs in public and non-diplomatic locations. Quite the contrary, the JCAG carried out the first bombings of this kind, on May 29, 1977, in Yeşilköy (today Atatürk) Airport and the Sirkeci railroad station of Istanbul (5 deaths, 64 wounded). An even more serious attempt occurred in October 1982. The FBI arrested at the time five Dashnak terrorists ("LA 5") who wanted to blow up the whole building where the Turkish Honorary Consulate of Philadelphia is located. According to FBI estimates, approved by the appeal court, the bomb would have cause "at least 100 casualties. A daytime explosion could inflict as many as 2,000 to 3,000 casualties." The extent of the crime did not repel the traditional support of the legal branches of the ARF to the JCAG. Speaking on behalf of the Armenian National Committee of America (ANCA, political branch of the ARF), local representative Leon Kirakosian "condemned this effort by the FBI and local police agencies to do Turkish dirty work against the Armenian people." The ARF chapter of California collected in one night $ 110,000 to pay the lawyer's costs of the "LA 5". In Canada alone, the ARF collected $ 160,000.
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42 Hay Baykar, Summer 1979 (editorial). See also the issue of April 19, 1982.
43 See, especially, Hay Baykar, April 19 and September 29, 1982; and March 4, 1983.
45 Michael M. Gunter, 'Pursuing the Just...', pp. 49-53.
46 Armand Gaspard (Gasparian), Le Combat arménien..., p. 75; Yves Yernon, La Cause arménienne..., p. 221.
the group, Vicken Hovsepian, who was sentenced to six years of prison (the prosecutor asked 25 years), is currently a member of ARF’s World Bureau and the supreme representative of the ARF in the USA. Before 1983, the ARF saw no need to “condemn” any act of the ASALA; in autumn 1982, during a series of ARF’s meetings in France, the participants rejected explicitly the idea to “put the ASALA on trial”; the single shortcoming of ASALA, according to them, was to refuse a united front with the ARF.

The Orly attack did not dissuade the ARF to continue terrorism, including attempts to bombing in public places. On July 27, 1983, the JCAG/ARA perpetrated a suicide attack against the Turkish embassy in Lisbon, killing the wife of the deputy chief of mission and a Portuguese policeman, and wounding another — a crime enthusiastically celebrated every year by the ARF, despite the failure of the terrorists, who wanted to kill the ambassador himself. During the year 1984, ARA assassinated two Turkish diplomats, Erdoğan Özen and Evner Ergün, both in Vienna; two ARA’s terrorists were killed by their own bomb, accidentally, in the car park of the Topkapi Palace, in Istanbul — a touristic place where non-Turkish tourists could have been very likely victims if the bombing had been successful. On March 12, 1985, the ARA carried out its most organized attack, against the Turkish embassy in Ottawa, but failed only because of the sacrifice of the security guard Claude Brunelle and the significant number of Pinkerton agents who protected the embassy. The cold-blooded murder of a non-Turkish citizen did not prevent the ARF, of course, to present its three criminals (sentenced to life) as “heroes”.

The meetings organized by the ARF in Paris, Lyon and Marseille, in the end of 1985, about “Ten years of armed struggle” showed that activists of the ARF

53 Michael M. Gunter, ‘Pursuing the Just...’, p. 69; Bilâl N. Şimşir, Şehit Diplomatlarımız..., tome II, pp. 780-815.
55 Francis P. Hyland, Armenian Terrorism..., Bilâl N. Şimşir, Şehit Diplomatlarımız..., tome II, pp. 943-961.
sought the continuation of terrorism, and not at all its discarding. In the end of
1986, The Armenian Weekly, official publication of the ARF in Boston (Massachusetts), published an article asserting that the Armenians can “only be
excited by these acts of violence, as ‘acts of creation’ since the destruction of any
representative of the Oppressor, Turkey, means the assertion of Armenian
dignity”.

According to Gaïdz Minassian’s account of the ARF’s congresses
which decided to suspend the activities of ARA for one year (1985) then adjourn
(1986), the arguments used by the partisans of suspension — chiefly Hracht
Dasnabedian (1928-2001) — did not mention the Orly attack, but instead above
all practical reasons. It was because the terrorism was getting increasingly
expensive, as the effectiveness of the polices in the countries where Dashnak
terrorist acts were perpetrated and the pressure of various governments were
increased. Mr. Minassian also offered this interesting note: the ARF’s specialists
in explosives were sent, from 1985-1986, to the camps of PKK, an ally of the
Dashnak Party, and also one of the most criminal and violent terrorist groups
in the world. There are even reasons to doubt of the sincerity of the
suspension of the terrorist activities in 1985-1986. Indeed, the JCAG carried out
two attacks in Australia, against the Turkish general consulate in Melbourne (November 24, 1986) and at a mail sorting facility in Brisbane (January 19,
1987). Without the JCAG label, the ARF organized, in July 1993, the
assassination of two Russian officials, General Safonov and A. Polyanichko.
And in 1996, the US police discovered an arsenal of the JCAG in a garage rented
by Mourad Topalian, actually president of the Armenian National Committee of

58 Aram Khaligian, ‘The Necessities of Violence and National Culture in the Liberation Struggle,’
59 Gaïdz Minassian, Guerre et terrorisme..., pp. 74, 108-109, 116 and 194. On the Soviet-Armenian-
PKK connection, see also Michael M. Gunter, ‘Transnational Sources of Support for the Kurdish
Insurgency in Turkey,’ Conflict Quarterly, n° 11, Spring 1991, pp. 16-22,
60 Soner Çağaptay, ‘Can the PKK Renounce to Violence? Terrorism Resurgent,’ The Middle East
renounce-violence (Accessed on May 4, 2011); Sedat Laçiner, ‘Drug Smuggling as Main Source of
t/columnist/2994/drug-smuggling-as-main-source-of-pkk-terrorism.html (Accessed on May 4,
2011); Andrew Mango, Turkey..., pp. 31-57.
61 Heath Lowry, ‘Chronological Breakdown of Armenian Terrorist Incidents, 1973-1987,’ in
Armenian Allegations: Myth and Reality. A Handbook of facts and Documents, (Washington:
ATAA, 1987); Gaïdz Minassian, Guerre et terrorisme..., p. 117; Global Terrorism Database,
in-toorak.html (Accessed on May 4, 2011)
62 ‘Un représentant de Boris Eltsine tué dans le Caucase du Nord’, Le Monde, August 3, 1993 ;
Gaïdz Minassian, Guerre et terrorisme..., p. 262.
American (ANCA), the Dashnak lobby in the USA. Mr. Topalian was sentenced in 2001 to 37 months in jail and $6,000 fine for illegal storing of war weapons and explosives, in relation to a terrorist group. The investigation demonstrated conclusively that the arsenal was a great threat for the neighborhood, the garage being located close to an important road, a gasoline station and a school. Mr. Topalian nevertheless received an unconditional support from the ARF, which included paying his trial costs.

The Hunchak party was also not very convincing in “condemning” the Orly attack. An official of this political organization said in the spring of 1982, regarding the ASALA’s attacks, that “actually our party is not against these operations; on the contrary, we support them.” This statement, which occurred after the first blinding and murderous bombing by the ASALA, made a particular sense, because two of the four ASALA terrorists who attacked the Turkish Consulate in Paris were ex-members of the Hunchak party.

The Ramkavar and the Independent Armenian Groups

Unlike the ARF, the political party Ramkavar did not have a terrorist branch, and unlike Hunchak, there were no explicit statements in favor of terrorism and involving the party itself. But individuals and local groups were totally allowed to support terrorists by words and by donating money to pay their lawyers’ costs; and as far as 2000, when the main columnist of the Ramkavar in the USA, Moorad Mooradian (1935-2009), recalled Armenian terrorism, he justified the assassinations of Turkish diplomats and said absolutely nothing, not a single word of criticism regarding the Orly attack, or any other bombing in public places. Speaking shortly after the Orly attack, Larry Cretan, former director of the Ramkavar-dominated Armenian Assembly of America (AAA), said “I am disturbed by those kinds of acts because I feel they’re counterproductive,” — so not because they were criminal — and added he could “understand the motivations behind them.”

The Armenian Reporter, an Armenian American daily independent of any political parties, was probably more sincere, because he started to criticize

---

65 Hay Baykar, April 19, 1982.
66 Michael M. Gunter, ‘Pursuing the Just...’, p. 78.
terrorism before the Orly attack; however, these critics should not be overestimated. Indeed, until 1982, The Armenian Reporter accepted to publish articles inciting to murder and terrorism, including some statements of ASALA.\textsuperscript{69} The daily agreed to criticize any terrorist act committed after the carnage of Ankara airport, and this carnage itself, but integrally maintained his praising of the majority of terrorist acts committed before the summer of 1982. Especially, in its March 8, 1984 issue, The Armenian Reporter published, in the first page, an obituary of Gourgen Yanikian, saying that Yanikian, in perpetrating his double murder, “opened [a] new era of political struggle” and “changed the course of Armenian history.”

\section*{The Consensus to Support Other Terrorists}

Support to terrorism by Armenian groups and individuals — Dashnaks and non-Dashnaks — in France reached its peak following the Orly attack, from January to February 1984, i.e. around the trial of the four ASALA terrorists who attacked the Turkish Consulate in Paris on September 24, 1981. They had killed one guard, Cemal Özen, and seriously wounded the consul, Kaya İnal. A crowd of nationalist Armenians attended the trial to intimidate the jury, the prosecutor and the plaintiffs’ representatives; the famous singer Charles Aznavour and the film maker Henri Verneuil (Achod Malakian) sent written statements of support, together with other Armenian personalities; the trio Jean-Marie Carzou (Zouloumian), Gérard Chaliand (Chalian) and Yves Ternon testified one more time; the light verdict (seven years in jail for every terrorists) was slammed as too severe by Armenian newspapers.\textsuperscript{70} The trial of Hampig Sassounian (murderer of the consul general in Los Angeles Kemal Arıkian), in the beginning of 1984, in the USA, marked also the paroxysm of support from the ARF, its activists and sympathizers, for terrorism.\textsuperscript{71} As late as February 1985, one year and a half after the Orly attack and few days before the trial of this crime, the Armenian American journalist George Mason wrote, with regret: “There are many Armenian Americans in California who feel great sympathy for the Armenian terrorists. I have talked to numerous peaceful, fair and thoughtful men who have expressed support for the terrorists.”\textsuperscript{72}


\textsuperscript{72} The California Courrier, February 7, 1985, p. 8.
The near disappearance of Armenian terrorism in the USA after 1982 (the main exception being the attempt of assassination against Bonnie Joy Kaslan, in the spring of 1985\textsuperscript{73}) has nothing to do with the Orly attack and everything to do with the efficient operations of the FBI\textsuperscript{74} following the assassination of Honorary Consul in Boston Orhan Gündüz\textsuperscript{75} and the strong protests of Ankara to Washington. As we saw before, the end of the Armenian terrorism in France is due to similar causes. The attacks by the ASALA continued in other countries. For instance, several attacks took place in Iran in March and April 1984, killing one Turkish national and wounding two others; the ambassador of Turkey in Budapest was victim of an attempt of assassination on December 19, 1991.\textsuperscript{76} From 1988 to 1994, a second campaign of Armenian terror targeted Azerbaijan, in the context of the Armenian-Azeri conflict.\textsuperscript{77} The continuity between the anti-Turkish terrorism and the aggression against Azerbaijan is exemplified by Monte Melkonian, ASALA leader until 1983, chief of the dissident ASALA-RM until his arrest, and eventually commander of an Armenian unit during the war against the Azeris. Melkonian was killed during a clash in 1993.

**THE TRIAL: THE SUCCESS OF TRUTH, COURAGE AND COHERENCE**

**Change of Franco-Turkish Context, Change of Strategy**

The political context of the Armenian issue and the approach to terrorism in France improved quickly after the trial of January 1984 and the vehement Turkish protests. François Mitterrand realized indeed his serious error to call the fate of Ottoman Armenians as “genocide” during a speech given in the beginning of 1984, for electoral reasons. As a result, in July 1984, when he changed largely his government, almost all the pro-Armenian ministers lost their position, or changed their affectations. Namely, the Minister of Foreign Affairs Claude Cheysson (François Mitterrand said: “Cheysson brought me close
to death twice” by his irresponsible statements) was replaced by the pragmatic Roland Dumas; one of the first trips of Mr. Dumas was in Turkey. The Minister of Internal Affairs Gaston Defferre, Mayor of Marseille (a city with a strong Armenian community) kept only decentralization, which was his main project, and was replaced by Pierre Joxe, an intransigent partisan of rule of law. Étienne Manac’h (1910-1992), former professor at Galatasaray Lisesi (1938-1941), delegate of the Free French Forces in Ankara (1942-1943) and ambassador (1945-1975), was sent as a special delegate to Turkey by President Mitterrand to ameliorate the bilateral relations, which were almost completely frozen in the beginning of 1984.

As a result, there was a deal between François Mitterrand, the Turkish Ambassador Adnan Bulak, and Jean Loyrette, principal of Gide-Loyrette-Nouel firm law (the second best French firm law at the time, and currently the first) and Counsel of the French Ministry of Foreign affairs. For the precedent trials (Max Kilndjian 1982, Abraham Thomassian 1983, the attackers of the Turkish consulate 1984), the Turkish diplomatic corps paid famous lawyers, but gave no (1982, 1983) or too few (1984) arguments about the tragedy of World War I. Mr. Loyrette is not only one of the best French lawyers of the 20th century, but he also has a Ph.D. in contemporary history, obtained from Oxford University, a degree which placed him in a better position than other advocates to argue about historical controversies.

In December 1984 and January 1985, during two separate trials of terrorists, where the Turkish side was represented by Mr. Loyrette and his firm, the change in situation showed itself. Charged for illegal storing of explosives, Avétis Catanessian was sentenced to four years of jail (more than Mr. Thomassian, who was charged for bombing, in 1983). Other terrorists were sentenced to two or three years in jail, for the same charge, or for concealment of a criminal.

What Happened in the Créteil’s Criminal Court

For the trial of the Orly attack (February-March 1985), organized in Créteil (Parisian East suburb) the DST agreed with the Turkish Embassy to prevent nationalist Armenians of attending the trial and to intimidate the tribunal. Only Turks and French were allowed to attend in the room. An significant protection device was deployed. There was nothing like the hysterical crowd of Kilndjian trial, or the very mixed audiences (Turks and ASALA’s sympathizers) who attended the trials of December 1984 and January 1985.

The plaintiffs had three lawyers: Gilles de Poix and Christian de Thezillat, associates of Jean Loyrette, argued to find the three indicted persons guilt; Jean Loyrette himself argued against the Armenian terrorism and the "Armenian genocide" allegation. Mr. Loyrette stressed the use of fake evidence (the "Andonian documents" and the quotation attributed to Hitler) and on the release of the Turkish top-ranking officials interned in Malta by the British authorities from 1919 to 1921. He also pointed out correctly that "the three books (Carzou, Chaliand, Ternon) which are constantly used in the Armenian trials and in the tracts of small revolutionary groups are the works of amateurs, who do not have a real education of historians, ignores the Turkish language, and never refer to any Turkish document, even to criticize it. They have a responsibility in this work of disinformation, and this responsibility is especially heavy since they know perfectly that, in front of the magnitude of the tragedy, the passions run high." To reinforce this argumentation, four Turkish scholars — Sina Akşin, Türkükkaya Ataöv, Hasan Köni and Mümänt Soysal — testified against the "genocide" allegations; Avedis Simon Hacinliyian, senior lecturer at the Bosphorus University, testified against the allegation of “persecution” of Armenians in Turkey.79

Jean-Marie Carzou, Gérard Chaliand and Yves Ternon, accustomed to tribunal rooms since 1981, did not dare to participate at the trial as witnesses of defense, likely due to the enormity of the crime, possibly also because they were afraid of the cross-examination by Jean Loyrette. Especially, if he would had participated in the trial, Mr. Ternon would had been almost certainly interrogated about his use, as a defense witness during the ASALA trial of January 1984, of a quotation attributed to Atatürk, which was proven to be a fake by the Dashnak intellectual James H. Tashjian.80 Mr. Carzou would have risked being interrogated about his false allegation regarding the "Andonian documents": he claimed that these documents were accepted as authentic by the criminal court which judged Slogomon Tehlirian, the assassin of Talat

Actually, the German prosecutor expressed deep skepticism about the authenticity of these "documents", and the defense renounced to use this more than dubious material. Nevertheless, the books of the trio Carzou-Chaliand-Ternon were used, among others, by the lawyers of defense for the Orly trial. There was real controversy, and the plaintiffs’ side was largely the winner.

However, on a purely legal level, the defense initially had some advantages. Indeed, in 1985 (it changed as early as 1986), the French law did not authorize restricting the release, during the trial, of the methods of investigation used against terrorists; all the conditions of the research of evidences had to be mentioned during the trial. So, the DST refrained from exposing all the material in the legal file, being afraid that other terrorists, including members of ASALA, could use such information to prepare future attacks with more cover. As a result, even the principal perpetrator of attack, Waroujan Garbidjian, was sentenced as an accomplice, not as an assassin.

So, if Mr. Garbidjian was sentenced to life, it was not only because the majority of the victims killed was non-Turks, but also because the plaintiffs were able to efficiently challenge the “genocide” claims. As said rightfully by Justin McCarthy, history is both poison and antidote for the Armenian terrorism.

Because of the bitterness of Hagop Hagopian, chief of the ASALA, against his former comrade Jean-Marc “Ara” Toranian, the three terrorists charged for the Orly attack refused the help of the CSPPA, and chose as their main Counsel Jacques Vergès — in addition to Christian Bourguet, Raffi Pechdimaldijian and Michel Zavrian. Mr. Vergès was the lawyer of Palestinian and pro-Palestinian terrorists since 1960’s, and also defended the war criminal Klaus Barbie, so this choice was in fact a handicap more than an advisable decision.

The single error of the Turkish side during the period between the mid-1984 and 1986 was to sue Mr. Toranian only for concealment of a criminal, and not
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for glorification of terrorism and outrage to magistrates. Many articles of his newspaper Hay Baykar offered occasions for such court cases.

The Meaning of the Créteil Trial

France frequently received a tough criticism for its attitude vis-à-vis the Armenian terrorism. Such criticism has some factual basis, but forgets the specificity of the French case and underestimates the effectiveness of the global, rational strategy adopted in mid-1984 by the Turkish side, in full accord with the French government. The excess of this criticism can be explained by both the incomprehension of the Turks in front of the attitude of their older ally and an anti-French prejudice, not unusual in the Anglo-Saxon world, including from some respectable scholars and journalists. The focus on France also forgets the even more questionable attitude of Austria, the country which was the host of the ARF congress deciding the return to terrorism in 1972. Austria was never able to arrest a single Armenian terrorist, or to effectively protect the Turkish diplomats working on its soil.

There were actually no fundamental — but only conjectural — reasons for the crisis of 1981-1984; there was no mainstream prejudice in France which could be compared to the Protestant fundamentalism in the USA and Germany until today, in the UK at the time of William Gladstone and David Lloyd George. Unlike the US tribunals which sentenced Gourgen Yanikian and Hampig Sassounian to life, the French juries and magistrates were sensitive to the “genocide” charge and to the intimidation by fanatic Armenians; when the coherent strategy of the Armenian nationalists was challenged by an equally coherent strategy, the verdicts became different. Unfortunately, the effective solutions used for the Orly trial and dismantlement of the Armenian terrorism in France were not pursued later, by Turkey and its supporters, to fight the “recognition”.

The “Recognition” of the So-Called “Genocide”, or Rewarding Terrorism

Soner Nayir, sentenced to 15 years, served more than 11 years in jail, i.e. roughly three quarters of his sentence. Almost no convict serves more than the three quarters of his sentence in France, since the end of 19th century. Similarly, the

ASALA-RM’s leader Monte Melkonian, sentenced to six years, including two suspended, served more than three years (November 1985-January 1989). So, it is not possible to say that, from the end of 1984 to the middle of 1990’s, the Armenian terrorists convicted by French justice benefited of a lax enforcement of sentences.

Regardless, the “recognition” of “Armenian genocide” claims by the French Parliament (1998-2001), which, incidentally, violated the Constitution, changed the situation. Not surprisingly Yves Ternon, the veteran of ASALA trials, was one of the main persons who testified in front of the subcommittee of the National Assembly studying the “recognition” (1998). Mr. Ternon actually had nothing to fear: the subcommittee was formed only by parliamentarians elected thanks to the support of nationalist Armenian associations. It is needless to say that no one historian specializing in Turkish and Ottoman history was invited to testify in front of this subcommittee. To obtain the vote of the Senate, much more reluctant than the National Assembly, the France’s Armenian associations organized such a virulent and aggressive demonstration that Le Monde, however favorable to the “recognition”, feared a comeback of Armenian terrorism.

The final adoption of the law (January 2001) permitted an exceptionally mild treatment for Mr. Garbidjian. His new lawyers used as argument the “recognition” to obtain, with success in 2001, his liberation by the tribunal d’application des peines (parole board), despite that the terrorists did not present regrets or apologies. Patrick Arapian, the main counsel of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation in France — and a former associate of Jacques Vergès — played a prominent role in this release. If an evidence of ARF’s real opinion about the Orly case was still needed, this fact would furnish it.

---

Waroujan Garbidjian was released after less than 18 years in prison. A comparison with similar cases of 1980’s is self-explanatory. The far left terrorists of Action directe sentenced to life for murder (one or two murders for every) served more than twenty years, excepted Joëlle Aubron (18 years), released for serious health reasons.\textsuperscript{95} Similarly, the far right terrorist Michel Lajoye, sentenced to life for a bombing which did not kill or wound anybody (despite the intent of this criminal) served twenty years. The Lebanese terrorist Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, sentenced for his participation in the murder of two diplomats (one American, Robert Day, and one Israeli, Yacov Barsimantov) is in jail since 1984, with very few hopes of release.\textsuperscript{96} The Islamist Tunisian terrorist Fouad Ali Saleh, sentenced to life for several bloody attacks in Paris, is in jail since 1987.

Even more remarkable is the silence in France and the reactions in Armenia. Except an article in the daily \textit{Libération}, the release of this terrorist provoked very few reactions in the main French medias outlets, and even less in the French political world. Waroujan Garbidjian, despite his Syrian citizenship, was kindly expelled to Armenia.\textsuperscript{97} He was welcomed in Yerevan by the actual Prime Minister, Antranik Markarian, and by the mayor of Armenia’s capital, Robert Nazarian, who pledged to provide him with employment and accommodation.\textsuperscript{98} This attitude was by no means exceptional. Mardiros Jamgotchian, member of the ASALA and assassin of Mehmet S. Yergüz, secretary of Turkish consulate in Geneva\textsuperscript{99}, was welcomed in Armenia the Armenian Benevolent Association “Gtutiun” — the very first NGO created in Armenia — after his release from a Swiss prison, in 1991.\textsuperscript{100} The four attackers of the Paris consulate immigrated in


\textsuperscript{97} ‘Le terroriste Garbidjian…’.


\textsuperscript{100} Letter of Gtutiun, April 8, 1991. I express my thanks to Sevil Kaplun, who sent to me a copy of this document.
Armenia after the independence; and as late as 2010, the Armenian Ministry of Culture supported financially the publication of a book glorifying the attack, and presented to the press by its author, Grigor Janikyan, with two of the perpetrators.101

In France, the main Armenian associations threw definitely unmasked themselves in 2003, when Mr. Toranian was elected as president of Coordination Council of France’s Armenian Association (CCAF). He spent four years in this presidency, and was reelected in 2010 as co-president, together with the Dashnak Mourad Papazian, who was the most strident supporter of JCAG/ARA in France during the 1980s.102 Mr. Toranian published on May 3, 2007, a “tribute to Monte Melkonian”, and then hoped — in his speech of April 24, 2009 — the return of “the activism of the 1975-1980 years”.103 So, there is definitely no clear line between the Armenian activism, in France and several other countries, and Armenian terrorism. The Wall Street Journal appropriately called the approbation, in September 1984, of the resolution designating April 24 as “National Day of Remembrance of Man’s Inhumanity to Man” as “ASALA’s Day”.104 The “recognition” of “Armenian genocide” claims in France was another “ASALA’s Day”, in every aspect.

CONCLUSION: CRIMES AND DOUBLE STANDARDS

In a letter to President Woodrow Wilson dated March 23, 1920, colonel Charles Furlong, an Army intelligence officer and U.S. Delegate to the Paris Peace Conference, elaborated: “We hear much, both truth and gross exaggeration of Turkish massacres of Armenians, but little or nothing of the Armenian massacres of Turks. [...] Our opportunity to gain the esteem and respect of the Muslim world [...] will depend much on whether America hears Turkey’s untrammeled voice and evidence which she has never succeeded in placing before the Court of Nations.”105 Similarly, in several telegrams to French War

---

Office, especially on February 2, February 28 and March 5, 1919, General Jules Hamelin, chief of the French armies in the Near East in 1918-1919, warned that the crimes perpetrated by Armenian soldiers were not less cruel than crimes perpetrated by Turks and Kurds, that these crimes would damage the image of France in the Muslim world, and that France would never be awarded by any gratitude from Armenian groups, who saw Hamelin’s country only as a source of money and a military force.\footnote{Archives du ministère des Affaires étrangères, P 1426.}

These warnings have always been neglected by these numerous politicians who pretend write history for their own political purpose, and electoral interest. But, in addition to these double standards regarding war crimes, the Turks suffered double standard on terrorism. No monument or plaque commemorates the Orly bombing, already largely forgotten. However, after the assassination of Hrant Dink, his name was given to two streets of Lyon and the main city of Lyon’s suburb, Villeurbanne, only to satisfy ultra-nationalist organizations which hated the deeds of Hrant Dink but now use his assassination for their political agenda. The British Armenian historian Ara Sarafian pointed correctly that “Those who accused Dink of being a Turkish agent made him a hero.”\footnote{‘A Common Enemy Who is Called Hate,’ Turkish Daily News, April 26, 2008, http://arama.hurriyet.com.tr/arsivnews.aspx?id=–628762 (Accessed on May 6, 2011).}


Armen Gakavian, who wanted to launch a petition of apology for the Armenian terrorism of the 1970s and 1980s, and for the war crimes of Armenian soldiers and volunteers of Russian army during WWI.\footnote{Ermeni aydınlar da harekete geçiyor,} 

Finally, let’s notice that while the — mostly moderate — Muslims of Western countries are frequently criticized by xenophobes for their supposed lack of condemnation of terrorism — an unfair accusation for the majority, it is needless to say that —, almost no non-Turkish groups or individuals ask to the Armenians to condemn the terrorism. The ASALA terrorist Vazgen Sislian argued in 2010 that “Luckily, 99% of the Diaspora supported those actions and the mood in Soviet Armenia was also positive.”\footnote{ASALA Threatens Gakavian over Apology Initiative,} Mr. Sislian’s figure is surely an exaggeration; but not even 1% of Armenians, outside of Turkey, demonstrated by public statements against Armenian terrorism that Mr. Sislian was wrong.\footnote{About these exceptions, and the pressures against them, see Ayten Sezer Arığ, Diaspora Armenians Who Are Friends of Turks, in Metin Hülâgü (ed.), Armenians in the Ottoman Society, (Kayseri: Erciyes University, 2006), tome I, pp. 237-251, http://armenians-1915.blogspot.com/2007/01/1346-diaspora-armenians-who-are-friends.html (Accessed on June 7, 2011).}
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